KICKSTART

Field Services
Modernization Strategy
Modernize the one strategy that matters
most—in a matter of weeks.

Drive efficiency at every interaction
The Field Services workforce is likely your closest end-customer touchpoint—so why hold them back with
outdated tools? Today’s technology facilitates open communication, promotes cross/up-sell opportunities,
and streamlines customer interactions to boost productivity, increase value, and create memorable
customer-service experiences.
But while major pillar of creating service value is driving eﬃciency for every interaction, the challenge is
converting interest into action; cutting through the complexity to devise a strategy and roadmap for
implementing your ideal technologies in the ﬁeld.
Anexinet’s proven, rapid process ensures a successful roadmap to production. Our Field Services
Modernization Strategy Kickstart helps you develop a comprehensive understanding of your existing ﬁeld
services daily tools and business processes in the ﬁeld and operations facilities (deliver, warehouse,
fulﬁllment, and manufacturing).

Our kickstart will get you there by:
Identifying opportunities to improve core business metrics through process redesign
and new digital solutions in line with business drivers.
Assessing your IT team’s readiness to support the new solutions
Prioritizing any gaps, along with the tactical initiatives necessary to resolve them
Building a working prototype from the top ideas facilitated via collaborative ideation
Enabling user-feedback early-on before you become more heavily invested
Generating an actionable roadmap to develop and deliver your digital workforce solutions
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Our Approach
The Field Services Modernization Strategy Kickstart follows four key steps:
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How it Works
Day-in-the-Life
Day-in-the-life visits enable a deep understanding of your target users' daily tasks, pain points,
and much more. Anexinet’s Solution Architects shadow your target users and participate in daily
tasks and workﬂows to gain true clarity around their business processes, workﬂows,
technologies and engagement methods.
Key Activities:
• Conduct 3 – 5 Day-in-the-Life sessions.
• Interpret the session observations.
• Create a DitL Key Findings Report.

Direction-Setting & Modernization Scope
We work with stakeholders to identify and prioritize the key business drivers for Field Services
Modernization. Facilitated sessions validate the organization’s business objectives, deﬁne the
scope of the Field Services Modernization (i.e., target users, supported devices, business
processes, use cases, delivery channels), and guide the direction of the Field Services
Modernization Strategy.
Key Activities:
• Deﬁne qualitative & quantitative Business Drivers.
• Determine the expected Usage Patterns.
• Identify the relevant Tools and Resources.
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Ideation, Analysis & Readiness
With a clear understanding of the direction and scope, we deﬁne your target users’ daily workﬂows
and analyze all existing Field Services Solutions. Collaborative ideation sessions review your current
Field Services use cases and document new ones in a Solutions Roadmap. Lastly, we assess your IT
organization’s maturity to better understand their readiness to support the Field Service
Modernization initiatives and identify any gaps that require focus and resolution.
Key Activities:
• Business Process Mapping
• Opportunity Analysis
• Ideation & Concept Generation
• Maturity Assessment & Solutions Roadmap
• Recommendations and Delivery Plan

Visualization & Prototype
Here, we design, develop, and deliver a functional Solution Prototype to bring the highest-ranked
ideas to life, validate the new application, device, and platform functionality and business value,
and enable executive support for the enterprise Field Service Modernization initiatives.
Key Activities:
• Deﬁne and prioritize use cases and scenarios.
• Create UI/UX Designs.
• Develop clickable prototypes.

Roadmap & Next Steps
We review our Field Services Modernization Strategy Roadmap that deﬁnes your tactical
actionable initiatives. These are based on criticality, complexity and eﬀort and are phased-out
over a short- (required functionality to “run the business”), mid- (enhancements, additional
beneﬁts) and long-term (roadmap) timeframe.
Key Activities:
• Finalize and review recommended Next Steps.
• Present Actionable Modernization Strategy Plan.
• Conduct the Executive Readout.
• Demonstrate the Prototype Scenarios.
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What you’ll get:
Upon completion of this Kickstart you’ll take away the following artifacts:

Direction Setting
• Field Services Modernization Scope
• Product Matrix & Roadmap
• IT Readiness Assessment

Digital Field Solution
Prototyping
• Interaction Flow Diagram, Wireframes
& UI Designs
• Clickable Solution Prototypes

- Current-State & Future-State
- Maturity Scorecard
Planning
• Modernization Readiness Roadmap
• Prioritized & Phased Actionable Initiatives

Executive Readout
• Short-/Mid-/Long-Term Recommendations
• Timeline & Next Steps

“You have truly improved the quality of life for our Field Leadership team. You have provided them
with a tool that makes their job easier, improves communication, and lays the foundation to advance
our team signiﬁcantly farther and faster than ever before in our history.”
— Josh Jewett, CIO, Family Dollar

Ready to arm your Field Services
team with tools to grow the
business and simplify daily tasks?
Contact us today to schedule your Field
Services Modernization Strategy Kickstart.

Get Started Now
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